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Abstract

Despite greater social acceptance of sexual minorities and growing national support for equal medical care, disparities in healthcare access persist. Medical school curricula allot limited time to sexuality education and students' perceptions. Combining the topics of sexual response and sexual minority healthcare may perpetuate the misconception that lesbianism and transgender identity are deviations from normal sexual functioning. We comment on teaching about sexual minority healthcare at our medical school and argue for a review of medical educator preparation and existing curricula.
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There is growing national support for inclusion of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) issues in discussions of medical cultural competency and equal access to healthcare. In 2008, the Joint Commission supported inclusion by appointing the executive director of the Gay and Lesbian Medical Association (GLMA), the largest professional organization for gay and lesbian healthcare providers, to its Expert Advisory Panel on Developing Hospital Standards for Culturally Competent Patient-Centered Care.5,6

Support for equal access came from the Obama administration when it started the process of repealing the Department of Health and Human Services’ ‘provider conscience’ rules.6 Though primarily abortion-related, the Bush administration rules had been written so broadly that they carried the potential to impair sexual minority patients’ access to basic healthcare services.7 The AMA and the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) were among dozens of medical organizations that had already urged the Bush administration to withdraw its conscience rules before they were finalized.8

A 2007 ACOG ethics committee opinion cogently addressed the limits of conscientious refusal in reproductive healthcare. It emphasized the need to avoid discrimination when considering requests to provide infertility services to same-sex couples. Beyond the insult of refusing services, it cautioned that “allowing physicians to discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation would constitute a deeper insult, namely reinforcing the scientifically unfounded idea that fitness to parent is based on sexual orientation, and, thus, reinforcing the oppressed status for same-sex couples”.9

Additional landmarks in the struggle for healthcare equity include recent statements by two national medical organizations. In October of 2009, the Ethics Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine reaffirmed its past position on equal treatment of sexual minorities stating that “there is no persuasive evidence that children raised by single parents or gays and lesbians are harmed or disadvantaged by that fact alone”. The committee recommended that all requests for assisted reproduction be treated equally.10 Then, in November of 2009, the AMA passed resolutions against the military’s ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy and criticizing bans on same-sex marriage, stressing their impact on healthcare disparity.11

Within institutions that provide reproductive services to sexual minorities, education regarding LGBT healthcare may be limited. Our University of Iowa is an example of a large institution that has expanded reproductive services to include sexual minorities. Services were made available to lesbian couples in 2002 and to single women regardless of sexual orientation in 2007. Gestational carrier services, an option for gay men, became available in 2009. While services have expanded, it appears to the best of our knowledge that no formal education for clinical staff or curriculum changes for medical students regarding the reproductive care of sexual minorities accompanied these modified practices.
LGBT activists in the medical professions have often led advances in the care of sexual minority patients and medical education on LGBT issues. GLMA's mission is "to ensure equality in health care for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender individuals and health care providers". The organization’s educational materials, provider guidelines, and networking opportunities empower LGBT medical professionals and improve the care of sexual minority patients. The 2009 annual GLMA conference included four sessions dedicated to medical education (annualconference@glma.org, "Educational Track at GLMA Annual Conference", email message to first author, September 2009).

In our experience, collaboration improves the teaching of these difficult matters of sexuality and gender. The second author’s training and skill in guiding classroom discussions on LGBT issues has informed the first author’s teaching. Together we developed case studies that highlight individualized rather than stereotype-based care of sexual minority people. We emphasized that in order to provide culturally competent care, the unique historical, legal, societal, and financial factors that frame sexual minority experience need to be acknowledged. We have supplemented facts that correct common misconceptions and have sought to bring a social justice perspective to this aspect of medical education. Reflecting upon student’s needs has led us to review the current curriculum and consider ways it might be improved.

Medical education is ripe for collaboration with other educators, particularly those with specialized knowledge of LGBT issues. Many medical educators have little training in teaching, communication skills, or counseling. They may sometimes be assigned to give lectures that cover sexual minority healthcare because of our own sexual orientation or stance within the departmental hierarchy, rather than any specific expertise in the field. Furthermore, educators have only a limited number of pertinent teaching materials to choose from. In presenting their medical school curriculum innovation for teaching about LGBT issues, Kelley, et al. noted that only three innovations, including their own, had been published since 1998. None of the past innovations suggested learning from those with specialized knowledge about LGBT issues.

The medical school curriculum at the University of Iowa addresses LGBT healthcare during both the preclinical and clinical years. Second year students receive two 50-minute lectures devoted to LGBT patients. In addition, they receive two 50-minute lectures that touch on LGBT issues, one on sexual history taking and one on religion and sexuality. Neither lecture discusses the origins of sexual orientation and gender identity. Nationally, the Association of Professors of Gynecology and Obstetrics (APGO) publishes guidelines for preclinical medical student education related to our specialty. These guidelines do not include LGBT related biochemistry or genetics.

During the clinical years of medical school, students may have some exposure to formal education related to LGBT patient care while they rotate through family practice, psychiatry, and/or obstetrics and gynecology. APGO educational
objectives include a unit on human sexuality. At the University of Iowa, Dr. Kolder’s lecture, “Sexuality and Modes of Sexual Expression”, is based on an APGO outline and is delivered to third year medical students during a 40-minute lunch period. The lecture centers around five cases and touches on the physiology and endocrinology of sexual arousal as well as lesbian and transgender gynecological care.

While observing one of Dr. Kolder’s lectures, the second author noticed that medical students were quick to resist her over issues of sexual orientation. One student challenged the legitimacy of biological determinants of sexual orientation. Another student stated that sexual identity is defined by behavior and insisted on relating sexual behaviors of prisoners to that of self-identified lesbians within mainstream society. Clearly the pre-clinical education of these students had not corrected fundamental misconceptions and stereotypes related to sexual minorities. Because of the limited time allotted, Dr. Kolder was unable to facilitate further discussion of these issues during the session.

Beyond the time constraints, we feel that the curriculum itself may contribute to student confusion. Yoking the topic of sexual response, which is a universal human function, to the topic of sexual minority healthcare may perpetuate the misconception that LGBT identities are deviations from normal sexual functioning.

Our teaching experience suggests that medical educators need help in identifying their own weaknesses and blind spots. The support, perspective, and expertise provided by an observer with specialized knowledge about LGBT issues can substantively improve teaching. Reflection upon the needs of students raised questions about LGBT curriculum content and highlighted places where the curriculum itself might be contributing to confusion. We find that the increasing social acceptance of sexual minorities can provide an opportunity for medical schools to review instructor preparation and current curricula.
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